2019 USA Taekwondo National Championships
Tiger Sparring 8-9 Female Black Belt Light (21.1 - 25 kg)
Competitors: 3

Minneapolis, MN
Thu 04 July 2019

(B-585) Seed 3 / SAiyURI THAMMAVONGSA
IL - CHANG BROTHERS TAEKWONDO ACADEMY

(R-1889) Seed 2 / RENA NASSER
MI - KOUBEISSI TAEKWONDO SCHOOL

(B-1356) Seed 1 / GWEN JODIE LEGASPI
CA - HAN'S TAEKWONDO ACADEMY

Final

Results Legend:
PTF Points
PTG Point Gap
GDP Golden Point
SUP Superiority
WDR Withdrawal
PUN Puntitive
RSC Referee Stops
DSQ Disqualification
2019 USA Taekwondo National Championships
Tiger Sparring 8-9 Female Black Belt Middle (25.1 - 30 kg)
Competitors: 2

Minneapolis, MN
Thu 04 July 2019

Final

(B-1907) Seed 1 / CHLOE AMALIE BARTLET
TX - KUGAR TAEKWONDO (#5773)

(R-4646) Seed 2 / SLOANE GOODWIN
WA - U.S. MARTIAL ARTS CENTER, INC (#7)

Results Legend:
PTF Points
PTG Point Gap
GDP Golden Point
SUP Superiority
WDR Withdrawal
PUN Punitive
RSC Referee Stops
DSQ Disqualification
2019 USA Taekwondo National Championships
Tiger Sparring 8-9 Female Blue Belt Heavy (Over 30 kg)
Competitors: 6

Minneapolis, MN
Thu 04 July 2019

(B-3906) Seed 1 / ANGELINA RUSSO
NJ - SECAUCUS MARTIAL ARTS CENTER

(B-5775) Seed 5 / AUBREY RENE GONZALE
CA - MORE THAN MEDALS (MTM) TAE KW

(B-2137) Seed 3 / THWISHAA GUDIPUDI
CA - MANILA TAEKWONDO (#6967)

(R-4102) Seed 4 / DIANA ANDRIYENKO
MI - STORM TAEKWONDO (#7531)

(R-5040) Seed 2 / SOFIA LEE MINA-VEGA
MD - VUONG'S TAEKWONDO CENTER (#20)

(R-82) Seed 6 / JULIA ANNA KOZLOWSKI
IL - AL’S BLACK BELT CLUB (#1267)

Results Legend:
PTF Points
PTG Point Gap
GDP Golden Point
SUP Superiority
WDR Withdrawal
PUN Puntitive
DSC Disqualification

2019 USA Taekwondo National Championships
Tiger Sparring 8-9 Female Blue Belt Light (21.1 - 25 kg)
Competitors: 9

Minneapolis, MN
Thu 04 July 2019

(B-4093) Seed 1 / SOPHIA ELLA RIVERA
IL - STAGEN'S POWERKICKS USA (#792)

(B-1188) Seed 9 / DANIELLE RACHAEL GOR
TX - FORNEY TAEKWONDO CENTER (#696)

(R-4305) Seed 8 / LILYANN ROSE DE LA CR
CA - TEAM ELITE USA (#4110)

(B-1859) Seed 5 / OLIVIA A MOON
NJ - KOREA TAEKWONDO CENTER HQ (#6)

(R-3762) Seed 4 / ZYAN DEMERY
VA - QUICK KICKS (#3170)

(R-737) Seed 3 / AJA DIXON
HI - DIXON'S TAEKWONDO (#5366)

(R-4107) Seed 6 / NATALIA GRACELYN HAR
MI - STORM TAEKWONDO (#7531)

(R-3510) Seed 7 / ALEXA MARIE LEE
CA - PALOS VERDES TAEKWONDO CENTER

(R-1398) Seed 2 / BELLA AMELIA ARICA
NY - HIGH PERFORMANCE TAEKWONDO

2019 USA Taekwondo National Championships
Tiger Sparring 8-9 Female Green Belt Light (21.1 - 25 kg)
Competitors: 8

Minneapolis, MN
Thu 04 July 2019

(B-1660) Seed 1 / AYAN BORISOVA
NY - JUNG'S ULTIMATE TAEKWONDO (#57)

(R-5557) Seed 8 / DAVANNAH HA EUN SHIN
TX - WORLD TAEKWONDO CENTER (#953)

(B-5013) Seed 5 / BRIGIT KRISTEN BATTAG
MD - VUONG'S TAEKWONDO CENTER (#20)

(R-1297) Seed 4 / BAYLEE GRACE PETERS
CA - GRAND MASTER WON'S TAEKWONDO

(B-3748) Seed 3 / LEELA JOTIE
CA - QUEST TAEKWONDO (#5400)

(R-3371) Seed 6 / CAYLEE KATAYAMA
HI - OAHU TAEKWONDO CENTER (#4156)

(B-1206) Seed 7 / AERIANA SUAB CUAI HER
CA - FRESNO BLACK BELT CENTER/FRES

(R-3829) Seed 2 / PRIYA YAYUAN XIONG
WI - RISING SON MMA (#6922)

Results Legend:
PTF Points
PTG Point Gap
GDP Golden Point
SUP Superiority
WDR Withdrawal
PUN Puntitive
RSC Referee Stops
Contest
DSQ Disqualification

2019 USA Taekwondo National Championships
Tiger Sparring 8-9 Female Red Belt Middle (25.1 - 30 kg)
Competitors: 6

Minneapolis, MN
Thu 04 July 2019

(B-5228) Seed 1 / STEVIE ALEXIS JONES
OK - WOLFE PACK TAEKWONDO LLC (#60)

(B-5602) Seed 5 / ELLORA S TRAN
CA - YIC TAEKWONDO (#5309)

(R-1412) Seed 4 / TRINITY SARANG SUH
NY - HIGH PERFORMANCE TAEKWONDO (#)

(B-17) Seed 3 / SLOAN DEVRIES
NY - ACHIEVE MARTIAL ARTS (#7766)

(R-1749) Seed 6 / DANIELLE REYES
MI - KICKS TKD & FITNESS CENTERS (#641)

(R-3979) Seed 2 / DELPHINE VESPER DANIE
ME - SOUTHERN MAINE TAEKWONDO (#41)

Results Legend:
PTF Points
PTG Point Gap
GDP Golden Point
SUP Superiority
WDR Withdrawal
PUN Punitive
RSC Referee Stops
DSQ Disqualification

2019 USA Taekwondo National Championships
Tiger Sparring 8-9 Female Yellow Belt Fin (21 kg & Under)
Competitors: 2

Minneapolis, MN
Thu 04 July 2019

(B-5702) Seed 1 / HIBBA AZIM
NJ - JS TAEKWONDO CENTER (#7053)

(R-4022) Seed 2 / KATIYANA S MCMAHON
SD - SPEARFISH MARTIAL ARTS (#7908)

Results Legend:
PTF Points
PTG Point Gap
GDP Golden Point
SUP Superiority
WDR Withdrawal
PUN Puntitive
RSC Referee Stops
DCR Contest
DSQ Disqualification

2019 USA Taekwondo National Championships
Tiger Sparring 8-9 Female Yellow Belt Heavy (Over 30 kg)
Competitors: 5

Minneapolis, MN
Thu 04 July 2019

Results Legend:
PTF Points
PTG Point Gap
GDP Golden Point
SUP Superiority
WDR Withdrawal
PUN Punititive
RSC Referee Stops
DSQ Disqualification

2019 USA Taekwondo National Championships
Tiger Sparring 8-9 Female Yellow Belt Light (21.1 - 25 kg)
Competitors: 4

Minneapolis, MN
Thu 04 July 2019

*Rivalries*

(B-2564) Seed 1 / LUNA CANDELO
NY - NEW VICTORY TKD INC (#7544)

(R-1477) Seed 4 / BROOKLYN WINDSOR
NV - IMPACT TAEKWONDO (#7710)

(B-3751) Seed 3 / TAYLOR KUBECK
CA - QUEST TAEKWONDO (#5400)

(R-1399) Seed 2 / DENISE JANE BLACK
NY - HIGH PERFORMANCE TAEKWONDO

Results Legend:
PTF Points
PTG Point Gap
GDP Golden Point
SUP Superiority
WDR Withdrawal

FINAL

2019 USA Taekwondo National Championships
Tiger Sparring 8-9 Female Yellow Belt Middle (25.1 - 30 kg)
Competitors: 7

Minneapolis, MN
Thu 04 July 2019

Results Legend:
PTF Points
PTG Point Gap
GDP Golden Point
SUP Superiority
WDR Withdrawal
PUN Puntitive
DSQ Disqualification
RSC Referee Stops
Contest
Declaration

2019 USA Taekwondo National Championships
Tiger Sparring 8-9 Male Black Belt Heavy (Over 30 kg)
Competitors: 8

Minneapolis, MN
Thu 04 July 2019

(B-1972) Seed 1 / ARTHUR ABRAHAMYAN
NV - LAS VEGAS TAEKWONDO STUDIO (#7)
(R-4878) Seed 8 / BENJAMIN CHIGNOLA
CO - US TAEKWONDO CENTER - CITADEL
(B-2608) Seed 5 / TOBY JUSTIN LEE
CA - NIXA MARTIAL ARTS INSTITUTE (#765)
(R-2337) Seed 4 / ADIN FETIBEGOVIC
MI - MIDWEST TAE KWON DO (#537)

(B-2869) Seed 7 / KADEN JUN
MA - NON-AFFILIATED - MASSACHUSETTS
(R-4255) Seed 2 / MARCUS LAM
NY - TEAM EAGLES (#7890)

(B-4730) Seed 3 / KADEN ACE NEWSOME
VA - U.S. TIGERS TAEKWONDO (#5612)
(R-4934) Seed 6 / KEKOA DESADIER
CA - USA TAEKWONDO CENTER (#5448)
(B-2969) Seed 7 / KADEN JUN
MA - NON-AFFILIATED - MASSACHUSETTS
(R-4255) Seed 2 / MARCUS LAM
NY - TEAM EAGLES (#7890)

Results Legend:
PTF Points
PTG Point Gap
GDP Golden Point
SUP Superiority
WDR Withdrawal
PUN Puntitive
RSC Referee Stops
DSQ Disqualification
Contest

2019 USA Taekwondo National Championships
Tiger Sparring 8-9 Male Black Belt Light (21.1 - 25 kg)
Competitors: 2

Minneapolis, MN
Thu 04 July 2019

RESULTS

(B-2737) Seed 1 / JACOB ALLEN LEE CUEST
FL - NON-AFFILIATED - FLORIDA (#1087)

(R-4503) Seed 2 / JEREMY DANIEL MEJICO
CA - TNT MARTIAL ARTS AND FITNESS (#7)

Results Legend:
PTF Points
PTG Point Gap
GDP Golden Point
SUP Superiority
WDR Withdrawal
PUN Punitive
RSC Referee Stops
DSQ Disqualification

2019 USA Taekwondo National Championships
Tiger Sparring 8-9 Male Black Belt Middle (25.1 - 30 kg)
Competitors: 11

Minneapolis, MN
Thu 04 July 2019

(B-1973) Seed 1 / MAXIMUS JAMES BELL
NV - LAS VEGAS TAEKWONDO STUDIO (#7)

(R-572) Seed 8 / SANTIAGO ESPINOZA
IL - CHANG BROTHERS TAEKWONDO ACA

(B-4759) Seed 7 / CALEB PHILLIP BOWES
OR - U.S. WORLD CLASS TAEKWONDO - N

(B-1316) Seed 11 / JOHN PRUIT
TX - GT SPORT TAEKWONDO (#3088)

(B-5627) Seed 5 / MAC DONALD SALCIDO
CA - YOUNG KIM'S TAEKWONDO (#6938)

(R-2502) Seed 10 / CHRISTOPHER JON BUE
CA - MORE THAN MEDALS (MTM) TAE KW

(R-5239) Seed 2 / JOHN LEE SHOEMAKER
OK - WOLFE PACK TAEKWONDO LLC (#60)


Results Legend:
- PTF: Points
- PUN: Punitive
- PTG: Point Gap
- Declaration
- GDP: Golden Point
- RSC: Referee Stops
- SUP: Superiority
- Contest
- WDR: Withdrawal
- DSQ: Disqualification
2019 USA Taekwondo National Championships
Tiger Sparring 8-9 Male Blue Belt Light (21.1 - 25 kg)
Competitors: 11

Minneapolis, MN
Thu 04 July 2019

(B-3907) Seed 1 / KYLE RUSSO
NJ - SECAUCUS MARTIAL ARTS CENTER

(B-645) Seed 9 / HAWKENS BUTLER
CA - CUTTING EDGE MARTIAL ARTS (#539)

(R-102) Seed 8 / ERICK LEONARDO PEREZ-
MN - AMBITION TAEKWONDO (#7385)

(B-1219) Seed 5 / CALEB SEAN THAO
CA - FRESNO BLACK BELT CENTER/FRES

(R-5177) Seed 4 / MAKSIM RAYBURN
IL - WHITE TIGER MARTIAL ARTS CENTER

(R-3588) Seed 11 / JAMISON IERY
SD - PEAK PERFORMANCE TRAINING CENT

(B-1642) Seed 3 / DANIEL LIN
NJ - JS TAEKWONDO CENTER (#7053)

(R-2048) Seed 6 / OLIIMO SALINAS
TX - LUALSPORTS TAEKWONDO (#7276)

(B-3588) Seed 11 / JAMISON IERY
SD - PEAK PERFORMANCE TRAINING CENT

(R-2048) Seed 6 / OLIIMO SALINAS
TX - LUALSPORTS TAEKWONDO (#7276)

(R-1896) Seed 10 / LEO ROSELL
WA - KTAEKWONDOACADEMY (#7722)

(R-3895) Seed 2 / WYATT COOPER CHIN
NJ - SECAUCUS MARTIAL ARTS CENTER

Results Legend:
PTF Points
PTG Point Gap
GDP Golden Point
SUP Superiority
WDR Withdraw
PUN Puntitive
DSQ Disqualification
Contest
RSC Referee Stops
Declaration
# 2019 USA Taekwondo National Championships

## Tiger Sparring 8-9 Male Green Belt Fin (21 kg & Under)

- **Competitors:** 3
- **Location:** Minneapolis, MN
- **Date:** Thu 04 July 2019

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seed 1 / JOEL ADRIAN PATROCINI</th>
<th>Seed 2 / MATTHEW ORTEGA</th>
<th>Seed 3 / AUSTIN LEE DYER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NV - IMPACT TAEKWONDO (#7710)</td>
<td>TX - OLYMPIC TAE KWON DO ACADEMY (#8)</td>
<td>TX - WORLD CHAMPION TAEGWONDO (#7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Results Legend:**

- **PTF:** Points
- **PTG:** Point Gap
- **GDP:** Golden Point
- **SUP:** Superiority
- **WDR:** Withdrawal
- **PUN:** Punitive
- **RSC:** Referee Stops
- **DSQ:** Disqualification
- **RDR:** Referee Drops

---

2019 USA Taekwondo National Championships
Tiger Sparring 8-9 Male Green Belt Heavy (Over 30 kg)
Competitors: 13

Minneapolis, MN
Thu 04 July 2019

Results Legend:
PTF Points
PTG Point Gap
GDP Golden Point
SUP Superiority
WDR Withdrawal
PUN Punitive
RSC Referee Stops
DSQ Disqualification

2019 USA Taekwondo National Championships
Tiger Sparring 8-9 Male Green Belt Light (21.1 - 25 kg)
Competitors: 13

Minneapolis, MN
Thu 04 July 2019

Results Legend:
PTF  Points  PUN  Puntitive
PTG  Point Gap  Declaration
GDP  Golden Point  RSC  Referee Stops
SUP  Superiority  Contest
WDR  Withdrawal  DSQ  Disqualification

2019 USA Taekwondo National Championships
Tiger Sparring 8-9 Male Green Belt Middle (25.1 - 30 kg)
Competitors: 19

Minneapolis, MN
Thu 04 July 2019

Final

2019 USA Taekwondo National Championships
Tiger Sparring 8-9 Male Red Belt Light (21.1 - 25 kg)
Competitors: 3

Minneapolis, MN
Thu 04 July 2019

(B-5153) Seed 1 / AIDEN JACOB AGATON
IL - WHITE TIGER MARTIAL ARTS CENTER

(R-5763) Seed 3 / BENJAMIN KAEWOPPAR
IL - NON-AFFILIATED - ILLINOIS (#73)

(R-4089) Seed 2 / ROBERT BLAKE PARKER
NV - SPIRIT TAEKWONDO (#7253)

Results Legend:
PTF Points
PTG Point Gap
GDP Golden Point
SUP Superiority
WDR Withdrawal
PUN Punitive
DSQ Disqualification
RSC Referee Stops
Contest
Declaration
2019 USA Taekwondo National Championships
Tiger Sparring 8-9 Male Yellow Belt Fin (21 kg & Under)
Competitors: 2

Minneapolis, MN
Thu 04 July 2019

(B-3664) Seed 1 / ETHAN L HUYNH
MA - PREMIER SPORT TAEKWONDO (#775)

(R-248) Seed 2 / DEVIN MICHAEL WONG
NJ - APEX TIGERS MARTIAL ARTS TAEKW

Results Legend:
PTF Points
PTG Point Gap
GDP Golden Point
SUP Superiority
WDR Withdrawal
PUN Punitive
RSC Referee Stops
DSQ Disqualification

2019 USA Taekwondo National Championships
Tiger Sparring 8-9 Male Yellow Belt Light (21.1 - 25 kg)
Competitors: 12
Minneapolis, MN
Thu 04 July 2019

2019 USA Taekwondo National Championships
Tiger Sparring 8-9 Male Yellow Belt Middle (25.1 - 30 kg)
Competitors: 12

Minneapolis, MN
Thu 04 July 2019